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future, and. then he made another prediction and he doesn't 'say when, that's

going to happen. It isn't anything important. What is the great harm if a

little break comes in the altar? What great harm is there in that? They can

fix the break up and go right on using it. It is merely an indication. He

does predict an indication. There is going to be a break in this altar and. the

ashes on it are going to come pouring out , pouring off. So when the king heard

this thing of the man of God, cried against the altar, did he believe

every word. he said. immediatelyt What do you think? Is there proof that he

believed what he said. or not? (question) Yes, his immediate reaction

was that he was a trouble maker, a disturber of the peace, one who doesn't show

a Christian attitude. Here is a- man Whom we must quiet. We must shut his mouth

up. So the king said take a hola. of him. Grab hold of him, That's what they

would. say in most any Aee toddy if somebody dame in and made such denunciation's.

They would call for the authorities to put xx a stop to it. Certainly the k ng

would when this was 'done right in his presence in this way. So the k ng said

take a hold of him. Now we have the third sign getting nearer and nearer. The

first one was three hundred. years offf The next one we are not told. when it is

going to come. The next one comes right immediately. He reached his hd out

and. he found. he couldn't draw it back again. His hand was out there and. he just

co'.ildn't pull it into himself again. It was paralyzed. Then in -vt{ (9

as live often seen in a campfire., There is a big in the canpfire. Part

of it will get heated and the other part won't and the stress becomes too great

for it and. it sounds like an explosion a that rock breaks. It might go on for

many years and happen or it might happen right soon. You can't predict when it

is going to happen. 'Some of us would think it would never happen; others of us

would think it would. happen right away,.- Its not an extremely uncommon thing.

The important thing here is not that some tremendous .
thing happened but that it
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